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 Coaching a Science Olympiad event can be one of the most fun and rewarding roads that you will ever 
travel.  It’s not just about making the kids learn how to spell and locate the sternocleidomastoid muscle, or 
about which part of the brain is responsible for controlling thirst.  It’s about pooling brainpower to figure out 
how to have fun while learning faster.  Corporate types have a term for this.  They call it accelerated learning.  I 
call it creative teamwork.    

 
This teamwork needs to take into account the limitations of the kids as well as your own limitations.  We all 

have busy schedules.  We all have other events happening in our lives.  The kids have hormones that are 
changing their behaviors and emotions in ways that neither we nor they completely understand. 
 Unpredictability or a lack of planning can have devastating results for them.   

 
The first year, I offered to be the anatomy coach because, well, I liked the idea of anatomy.  I loved biology 

and went into zoology in college, but somehow settled into becoming a technical writer working on cars.  I could 
explain how that happened, but that would just add irrelevant (but funny) information to this document.  The 
basic fact is that I am curious how everything is assembled, whether it is a human being, an Indy car or a broken 
clothes washer.  Fortunately, I keep my disassembly to the mechanical things.   

 
That first year, I ran it by the seat of my pants.  It was bones and muscles.  We used interactive learning, and 

I assigned learning items until I saw the brains shutting off during our weekly sessions.  Sitting was not 
forbidden, but it was discouraged.  We would learn muscles and bones by pointing to parts of our bodies.  I 
learned right along with them, very little studying before our meetings unless it was an assignment from the 
previous week.  It was a raucous time.  There was a lot of laughing, fun, and best of all, movement.  I am firm 
believer that nothing spurs learning faster than activity and motion.  Most children (and adults) have a button in 
their butts that connects directly to their brains.  As soon as they sit down, the button in their butt shuts off the 
brain.  Yet we continue to sit while we learn and work.  Go figure.   

 
Through this all, I realize that I was blessed with two kids with sponges for brains.  It seemed as though they 

had endless absorption powers.  I was usually at a loss for the next things to learn before they did.  We learned 
fast and in the end, we did really well in the competition.  Third overall.  Completely amazing.  It had to do with 
the movement in learning, weekly meetings and the dedication and retention of the kids.   

 
This year was a different story.  We no longer had things that could be learned by movement or pointing to a 

part of the body. The parts of the brain, eye, hear and heart aren’t conducive to direct pointing, that is, without 
a lot of pain and surgery.  I supposed we could have taken a field trip to the surgery department of a local 
hospital, but I wanted the kids to learn, not lose the contents of their stomachs.   

 
So we started the year by collectively developing a plan.  We had about 120 things to learn and about 16 

weeks to do it.  Simple math brought that to learning 10 things per week and taking those extra 4 weeks for 
things like spring break, Easter and other times off.  The best thing about developing this plan was that it put the 
minds of the kids at ease from the beginning.  They were nervous about the 120 items, but each week I kept 
reminding them that we learned 10 more items and we only had ___ left to go.  Reminders of progress are good 
for anyone, but it’s especially important to let kids know where they are, what is left and how the progress is 
moving along.  This constant reassurance was a massive step from the previous year.   

 
One of the first things that we went over was the path of blood flow through the heart.  Of course, we had 

to learn the parts of the heart, but I started to get another idea.  I wanted the girls to know more than just 
where things were located.  I wanted them to know the purpose of everything.  So I researched everything we 
had to learn and found out its purpose in the body. This was not necessary in all areas, but I was thinking that it 
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might be important for parts of the brain.  What if the person who made the test asked: “Which of the following 
parts of the brain is responsible for containing fluid for cushioning trauma?”  I wanted them to be ready for 
anything, not just follow a pointer on a diagram.   

 
Somehow, this helped them learn faster than just memorizing locations of body parts on paper.  I think it 

was that they were not just learning the location of the pituitary gland or the aqueous humor.  They were able 
to assign it a personality and develop a relationship for the body part.  Either that, or I am completely off of my 
rocker.  You be the judge.   

 
About 6 weeks before the competition, we took the usual field trip to Macomb Community College to 

review the props set aside for anatomy.  By this time, the girls were voracious in identifying what they knew.  
They were tripping over each other verbally because they could not get the words out fast enough.  It was great 
encouragement and a wonderful experience to see the brains in high gear.  Of course, we ran across items we 
had not yet learned and identified trouble spots from the items that we had already learned.  That was the 
purpose of the trip.   

 
The week before the practice test, we ran out of things to learn.  We had run through our 120 items faster 

than we had anticipated.  They did great.  Only 3 wrong.  I asked them what they got wrong, and it had more to 
do with different views of the structures than they were used to than what they actually knew.  There was 
nothing of consequence I could target as something new to cover in one of our sessions.   

 
We met a couple more times, but at this point we were only reviewing and developing a strategy for how to 

behave during the test and determining roles and responsibilities.  There was nothing I could ask them that they 
did not already know before the complete sentence was out of my mouth.  We ended up fifth overall.  I hope 
the kids were not disappointed to drop from third to fifth, but I cannot think of anything else we could have 
done to study more or better.   

 
I would like to say that there was some magic formula for their success.  But it all boils down to regular 

meetings, breaking it up into small bits, giving constant status and reassurance and keeping it as fun and active 
as possible.  It’s the way we would all like to learn.  Keep that straight in your head and there is no way that you 
can fail as a coach.   
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